Vision Statement:
The FCLB is the premier international resource for information and consolidated services for ensuring the safe, ethical practice of chiropractic.

Mission Statement:
Protecting the public by promoting excellence in chiropractic regulation through service to our member boards.

FCLB
5401 W. 10th St., Ste 101
Greeley, CO 80634

Phone: 970-356-3500
Web: FCLB.org
E-mail: PACE@FCLB.org
CE PROVIDERS
• Single, simplified application process
• Uniform criteria for approval
• Automatic course approval
• Professional credibility

> 25 point application tests ability and willingness to comply with certain standards including:
  • Instructor screening & qualifications
  • Course objectives
  • Quality of course materials
  • Administrative framework & organization

PRACTICING DCS
• Easy course searching
• Affirmation of quality
• Connect with scientifically sound, reliable education
• Effective CE keeps DCs current

AUTHORITY
Boards retain authority over CE for licensure renewal.
Delegate CE provider oversight to PACE without compromising this authority.
PACE credit reports include a breakdown of subject hours so boards may deny credits for prohibited subjects.

MEMBER BOARDS
• Reduces paperwork and review processes, completing a single assessment on behalf of all boards.
• Recognizes providers through a single, cohesive evaluation instead of repetitive reviews
• Random and targeted courses reviews ensure PACE compliance
• Generates comprehensive, on-demand earned credit reports for boards to verify CE credits, dramatically reducing the staff time and cost involved in auditing relicensure compliance.